Resource comparison between pyseer and SEER using the tutorial dataset (15.1M k-mers, no filtering).
Supplementary figure 2: An example Manhattan plot from a SNP-based GWAS of penicillin resistance in the tutorial dataset using S. pneumoniae (http://pyseer.readthedocs.io/en/version2/tutorial.html). We produced the plot using the fixed effects model in pyseer, and visualised the results using phandango. fig. 2 . The maximum p-value of association for each gene is shown on the y-axis as in the Manhattan plot and the average effect size on the x-axis. The size of each gene corresponds to the number of significant k-mers overlapping it, and the colour to the average minor allele frequency (MAF) of the overlapping significant k-mers. The plot shows a difference between more common results (for example penA and penX, which are causal) and rarer results (for example FM211187.4884, which is a false positive). recR and ddlA are in linkage disequilibrium with the top hits due to their proximity in the genome, which is easier to assess using the Manhattan plot.
